The Kanonniers Writeup
Task
“Last week, an operative of The Golden Creed was arrested by Dutch police. Carrying a picture with
him of an old cannon. Given their tendency to hide information in historical objects, we believe this
particular cannon is a location of interest. Possibly holding information, or being frequently used to
pass information”.
The mission entrusted to us by our client is to locate this cannon. The instructions suggest that the
cannon we are looking for is in the Netherlands, which allows us to narrow our search.

Photo analysis

1 - Obviously the first thing is the cannon. We can notice that it is supported by a concrete base,
which is not the case of some cannons that can still be on wheels.

2 – We notice a river just in front of the cannon. It is clearly not a large river, it is not very wide. What
caught my eye was the bank of this river. Indeed it looks very straight, not very natural as a curve, the
human being is certainly for something there... Second thing concerning this small stream, we can
see some algae or impurities all along the bank, which suggests that there is perhaps not much
current.

3 & 4 - In general the surroundings suggest that the cannon we are looking for is not in a city or very
urban area. On the other side of the water, we can see what seems to be, without much doubt, a
small farm. An isolated house and a fenced field with right angles that form a square or a rectangle.
That's two more very interesting clues because it's the kind of thing that will be visible from quite a
distance and quite easily on satellite images.

5 - Last important point on the left of the picture, one or two houses and cars parked in front. It
could be a kind of small housing estate as they exist in less densely populated areas.

A bit of research
In other parts of the world it might be easier to find a canon like this. I didn't know it, but in the
Netherlands they are literally everywhere, which is not a very good thing for us, especially since
Google Lens and the various reverse image searches I did were inconclusive. The cannon is confused
with a whole bunch of pipes, gas pipes, or sewers...
In fact my ignorance was a great help this time. For me the cannons are in the castles of the medieval
era and that's it. That's why I started to look for a list of such castles in the Netherlands.
After some research on cities in Holland with fortifications and defensive walls, for me still too many
possible results... I continue to search, to inquire about the defence line of Amsterdam, the different
rivers in the Netherlands and then I start to lose a little patience, then as I am a little stubborn, I
decide to follow my first idea and to come back to look for a list of the Dutch fortified cities.
I found the following site: https://onzesteden.nl/en/fortified-towns/dutch-fortified-towns/
55 walled towns listed on this site, that's a lot but I'm convinced that one of these towns is the right
one so this time I plucked up my courage and start going back and forth on Google maps for each
town listed.

Let’s check it out !

1 2, 3,…, The 15th city is the right one: Elburg. A look at Maps and suddenly hope is restored. It
becomes obvious that the watercourse on the picture could be a moat, that's why there's not much
current. As expected, the field can be seen from quite a distance and when you zoom in a bit you can
immediately make out the farm and the housing estate that you could see on the photo.

Street view allows us to confirm once and for all that we are in the right place.

All that remains is to form the password using https://what3words.com/ in the following form:
areacode-City-what-three-words ; and the job is done.
Cognitive biases can be our worst enemy in OSINT in general, our intuitions can waste time or lead us
down the wrong path, but for once my initial hunch was pretty good.

